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Exchange parameters and adiabatic magnon energies from spin-spiral calculations
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We present a method of extracting the exchange parameters of the classical Heisenberg model from first-
principles calculations of spin-spiral total energies based on density functional theory. The exchange parameters of
the transition-metal monoxides MnO and NiO are calculated and used to estimate magnetic properties such as tran-
sition temperatures and magnon energies. Furthermore we show how to relate the magnon energies directly to dif-
ferences in spin-spiral total energies for systems containing an arbitrary number of magnetic sublattices. This pro-
vides a comparison between magnon energies using a finite number of exchange parameters and the infinite limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A crucial task in the field of theoretical magnetism is the
prediction of nonzero temperature properties and especially
magnetic transition temperatures. A fruitful solution to these
problems has been proposed by assuming that the magnetic
excitations can be described by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with
exchange parameters obtained from density functional theory
(DFT). The procedure rests on the adiabatic assumption that
the time scale of magnon and electronic motion differs enough
to let the local electronic structure adapt to the presence of
magnons. This assumption allows one to deal with magnons as
frozen in spin-spiral modulations of the ground-state magnetic
structure and to calculate the total energies within constrained
noncollinear DFT.1 While adiabatic magnon dispersion curves
have been calculated with the use of the frozen magnon
technique for some time we contribute to the method by
showing how to relate magnon energies directly to spin-
spiral total energy differences for systems containing multiple
magnetic sublattices.

We describe our recent implementation of the least square
fitting (LSF) approach for calculating the real space exchange
parameters from the spin-spiral total energies and compare
it to the approach where these parameters are obtained from
their Fourier transforms (FT) in the reciprocal space.2 Both
approaches were implemented in the full-potential linearized
augmented plane-wave (FLAPW) method-based code FLEUR.3

The least square fitting scheme is investigated in some detail
and is shown to reduce the computational costs in some cases
while obtaining identical results as the Fourier transformation-
based approach. The methods are applied to the the transition-
metal monoxides, viz., NiO and MnO.

NiO and MnO adopt the rocksalt structure in the paramag-
netic phase. Below the Nèel temperature an antiferromagnetic
magnetic ordering sets in where the direction of the atomic mo-
ments alternates between neighboring [111] planes. Exchange
striction leads to a simultaneous structural phase transition
where the rocksalt structure is distorted into a trigonal one.

Both MnO and NiO are well known for having strong corre-
lation effects associated with the 3d electrons localized on the
transition-metal ions. DFT functionals such as the local density
approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) are not able to describe strong electron correlation.
Beyond DFT methods such as the LDA + U,4–9 self-interaction

correction (SIC),10–12 dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT),13

hybrid functionals,14–16 and GW approximation17,18 have been
employed with greater success improving the correspondence
between calculated and experimental properties such as lattice
parameters, band gaps, and excitation energies for magnons
and phonons. In this study we employ the LDA + U method
for this class of materials.

As an application of our method we show how the selection
of the spin spirals can be made to reduce the computational cost
compared to the previously implemented FT-based method.2

The gains achieved are expected to be larger in the case of
insulators where the number of interactions is relatively small.

The LDA + U functional in the full potential implemen-
tation is shown to give a good description of the magnetic
properties of the transition-metal monoxides NiO and MnO
for a particular set of values of Hubbard U in contrast to
former atomic-sphere-approximation (ASA) results where no
such values of the U parameters could be found for MnO.5

The dependence of the magnon dispersion curves on the
number of exchange parameters used in the least square
approach is shown together with curves obtained directly
from spin-spiral total energy calculations that represent the
infinite limit. It is shown that the exchange parameters
and consequently the transition temperatures and magnon
dispersion curves depend significantly on the crystal structure
(i.e., the ideal rock salt or the trigonal one) for MnO. We obtain
the transition temperatures from Monte Carlo simulations for
the different structures.

II. THEORY

A. Exchange parameters

We employ a classical Heisenberg model where normalized
vector spin moments enα are localized at ionic sites Rnα defined
by a lattice vector Rn and position vector τα of the magnetic
Bravais lattice within a unit cell.

Rnα = Rn + τα. (1)

The spins interact via exchange coupling parameters J
αβ
mn

and the exchange Hamiltonian Hex is the sum over all pair
interactions.

Hex = − 1

2N

∑
mnαβ

J αβ
mnemα · enβ. (2)
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Here N is the number of unit cells in the crystal. Possible
ground states of a Hamiltonian of the form (2) are spin spirals
defined by wave vectors q from the irreducible wedge of the
Brillouin zone together with angles θ between the spin and
rotation axis along with a phase factor φ common for all atoms
belonging to the same magnetic Bravais lattice.19 For single q
states the spin emα has the form,

emα = sin(θ ) cos(γmα)x + sin(θ ) sin(γmα)y + cos(θ )z,

γmα = q · Rmα + φα. (3)

A commonly used method to extract the exchange param-
eters from DFT is to assume a maximum range of interactions
and solve the system of equations given by the Hamiltonian (2)
using total energies E(q) of different collinear magnetic con-
figurations, i.e., plane spin spirals for high symmetry q points.

E(q) = − 1

2N

∑
mnαβ

J αβ
mnemα(qhs) · enβ(qhs). (4)

A problem with this approach is that deviations from the
Heisenberg model can be expected for such large perturbations
from the ground state.1 This can, for instance, be seen in the
changing magnitude of the atomic spin moments for different
collinear configurations. It may thus be advantageous to
extract the exchange parameters from cone spin spirals which
exert smaller perturbations. From Eqs. (3) and (4) one obtains
the relation between the ab initio total energies and the
exchange parameters.

E[q,(θ1, . . . ,θl),(φ1, . . . ,φl)]

= E0 − 1

2

∑
nαβ

J
αβ

0n (sin(θα) sin(θβ)

× cos (q · (R0α − Rnβ) + φα − φβ) − cos(θα) cos(θβ)).

(5)

We will make use of the following notation:

E
φ
αβ[q,{θ}] = E[q,(θ1, . . . ,θl),(φ1, . . . ,φl)], (6)

with the assumptions that the only nonzero cone angles are
those of atoms belonging to the sublattices α and β with
θα = θβ = θ . Furthermore, the only nonzero phase factor is
assigned to the magnetic moment of the sublattice α, so that
φα = φ. We use the following spin-spiral total energies for
the fitting procedure.

2

sin2(θ )

(
E0

αα[0,{θ}] − E0
αα[q,{θ}])

=
∑

n

J αα
0n (1 − cos(q · Rnα)), (7)

2

sin2(θ )

(
E0

αβ[0,{θ}] − E0
αβ[q,{θ}])

= 2
∑

n

J
αβ

0n (1 − cos (q · (R0α − Rnβ)))

+
∑

n

J αα
0n (1 − cos(q · Rnα))

+
∑

n

J
ββ

0n (1 − cos(q · Rnβ)). (8)

For each q point we obtain Eq. (7) for each magnetic
sublattice and Eq. (8) for each pair of magnetic sublattices.

In principle the latter kind is enough to obtain all exchange
parameters by solving the system of equations but we use both
equations in order to facilitate comparisons with the FT-based
approach and to reduce the number of q points.

In practice we calculate spin-spiral total energies for each
q where we put a single nonzero cone angle θ on each of the
sublattices in turn. In addition we calculate the spin-spiral total
energies for each q where we put a cone angle θ on both atoms
for each pair of sublattices.

In order to improve the quality of the calculations and
facilitate the human effort of executing them, a least square
fitting procedure is applied to obtain the parameters, given
that an equal or bigger number of spin-spiral total energies
is supplied. We use the singular value decomposition (SVD)
technique20 since it is known to be robust even for least
square fitting problems that are close to be rank deficient,
i.e., where the number of linearly independent rows is less
than the number of columns.

The condition number is a measure of the closeness to
rank deficiency and is given from the SVD as the quotient of
the largest and smallest singular value of the matrix of the
problem. For a rank-deficient matrix, the smallest singular
value goes to zero whereas the condition number goes to
infinity. With a high condition number the fitted parameters
are sensitive to perturbation in the input data, which in our
case is the difference in total energy between spin spirals. That
means that the evaluation of the exchange parameters puts
different demands on the precision of the DFT calculations for
different sets of spin spirals. The conditioning of the numerical
problem is a property of the selected set of q points and can
be established prior to any actual ab initio calculation. In this
way we can ensure that meaningful results are obtained without
spending any significant amount of computing time.

Compared to the FT-based method, the choice of the
sampling of the Brillouin zone is more flexible for the LSF,
since the discrete Fourier transform requires the total energies
of a set of equidistant wave vectors that sample the whole
Brillouin zone while in the present case, we can solve the
system of equations for any set of wave vectors as long as the
matrix representation of the problem is not rank deficient.

B. Magnons

From classical spin-wave theory, one can derive magnon
frequencies ωq from the information provided by the exchange
parameters. We obtain ωq for collinear spin configurations as
the positive eigenvalues of the spin-wave dynamical matrix
	(q).1

	αβ(q) = 2

(
δαβ

∑
γ

J αγ (0)Mγ

|Mα||Mγ | − J αβ(q)Mβ

|Mα||Mβ |

)
, (9)

J αβ(q) =
∑

n

J
αβ

0n cos (q · (R0α − Rnβ)). (10)

In the case of a single magnetic sublattice, i.e., a simple
ferromagnet, this expression reduces to the following familiar
form with quadratic dispersion close to �.

ωq = 2
J (0) − J (q)

M
. (11)
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Since the Fourier transformed exchange constants are
directly related to spin-spiral total energies,2 it is possible
to calculate magnon energies without explicit calculations of
the real space exchange parameters. The spin-wave dynamical
matrix is formed with matrix elements given directly from
energy differences of spin-spiral total energies obtained by a
straightforward comparison of Eqs. (5) and (9). The diagonal
and off-diagonal elements are, respectively, given by the
following equations:

	αα(q)= 2

|Mα| sin2(θ )
×

⎛
⎝ 2Mα

|Mα|
(
E0

αα[q,{θ}] − E0
αα[0,{θ}])

+
∑
γ �=α

Mγ

|Mγ |
(
Eπ/2

αγ [0,{θ}] − E0
αγ [0,{θ}])

⎞
⎠ , (12)

	αβ(q)= 2

|Mα| sin2(θ )
×

⎛
⎝ Mβ

|Mβ |
(
E0

αβ[q,{θ}] − E
π/2
αβ [0,{θ}])

−
∑

γ=α,β

Mγ

|Mγ |
(
E0

γ γ [q,{θ}] − E0
γ γ [0,{θ}])

⎞
⎠. (13)

In the case of a single magnetic sublattice, Eq. (12) reduces
to the following well-known expression:

ωq = 4
E(q,θ ) − E(0,θ )

M sin2(θ )
. (14)

We note that our expressions (12) and (13) deviate from
those in a recent publication.21

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Ab initio total energies were obtained by the FLAPW
code FLEUR.3 We used the Perdew-Zunger LDA22 exchange-
correlation functional to which we added a Hubbard U accord-
ing to the formulation in Ref. 23. The double counting correc-
tion was taken to satisfy the fully localized limit.24 We use
experimental lattice parameters in all calculations except that
we neglect the small trigonal distortion whenever it’s not men-
tioned explicitly. The lattice parameters considered in our cal-
culations are 4.16 Å and 4.44 Å for NiO and MnO, respectively.

The noncollinear magnetism in FLEUR is implemented in
the atomic moment approximation, which assumes an intra-
atomic collinearity.27 A grid of 25 × 25 × 25 k-point mesh28

was considered. We used a muffin-tin radius of 1.19 Å. for
the transition-metal atoms and 0.83 Å for the oxygen. The
plane-wave cutoff was fixed by setting the kmax parameter to
8.38 Å−1. A cone angle θ of π/6 was used throughout the work.
The calculations of exchange constants were converged to a
precision of 0.1 meV with respect to the parameters considered
above for both materials.

To reduce computational expense, non-self-consistent cal-
culations of the spin spirals were employed and the total energy
differences between two spin spirals were approximated by the
differences of the sum of eigenvalues as described by Ander-
sen’s force theorem.29 The reliability of the non-self-consistent
total energy calculations was checked and is shown in Fig. 1
for the case of NiO. It is clearly observed that only relatively
small deviations are found at the Brillouin zone boundary.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) A comparison between spin-spiral total
energies calculated with the LDA + U functional self-consistently
and non-self-consistently using the force theorem for NiO. The
parameters U and J were set to 8.0 and 0.95 eV, respectively.

Several different methods of extracting Hubbard U and
Hund’s J parameters ab initio have been developed such as
constrained LDA calculations,4 linear response calculations,25

and the constrained random phase approximation.9 NiO is
a common benchmark material and the values of U and J
have been calculated for all the above-mentioned methods. The
values of U range from 4.6 to 8.0 eV depending on the details
of the method of calculation and definition of the localized
orbitals that are treated with the Hubbard U. There has been
an extensive discussion of which value of Hubbard U produces
the best correspondence with different experimental properties
of NiO: It was argued that a better estimation of structural
parameters, correspondence with electron-energy-loss spectra,
and optical properties were obtained with a Hubbard U in the
range 5–6 eV rather than the 8 eV obtained in constrained
LDA calculations.6,26 Calculations of Hubbard U and Hund’s
J for MnO are less common in the literature where we only
found the results of constrained LDA calculations.

In this study we did not calculate the Hubbard U but
used the values taken from previous constrained LSDA + U
calculations by Ref. 4. These calculations gave U and J equal to
8.0 and 0.95 eV, respectively, for NiO and U and J equal to 6.9
and 0.86 eV, respectively, for MnO. This choice of parameters
fixed the LDA + U functional for the calculations of exchange
parameters and derived properties such as magnon dispersion
and critical temperatures. However, we completed the study by
also calculating the exchange parameters considering a scan
over the U values from 3 to 9 eV for these two oxides.

IV. RESULTS

A. Cubic structure

The unit cell of the antiferromagnetic configurations con-
tains two magnetic sublattices. The exchange parameters for
atomic moments aligned in the same and opposite directions
were extracted with the LSF and FT. In Fig. 3 we show
the convergence of the nearest and second nearest neighbor
exchange parameter for MnO while only the nearest neighbor
is shown for NiO. The notation of Fig. 3 is clarified in Fig. 2.

In order to directly compare the LSF and the previously
implemented FT-based method2 we calculate the total energies
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The nearest and next nearest exchange
interactions. Blue balls represent transition metal ions and red balls
represent oxygen ions.

of q points distributed on an equidistant Monkhorst-Pack
mesh28 in the irreducible Brillouin zone. To reach the desired
accuracy of 0.1 meV we had to consider 10 exchange
parameters which required 11 q points for the LSF for both
materials, while the FT results were not converged with respect
to the number of q points until we reached the set of 29 q points
for both materials.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The convergence of the exchange parame-
ters with respect to the real space cutoff. We include the corresponding
values for the exchange parameters calculated with the Fourier
transform by dashed lines. The parameters U and J were set to,
respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV for MnO, and 8.0 and 0.95 eV for NiO.

TABLE I. The exchange parameters larger than 0.1 meV for NiO
and MnO calculated with the ideal rocksalt structure. All exchange
parameters are given in meV. The parameters U and J were set to,
respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV for MnO, and 8.0 and 0.95 eV for NiO.

Spin-spiral calculations MnO NiO

J
↑↑
1 −5.8 0

J
↑↑
4 −0.2 −0.2

J
↑↑
5 −0.2 −0.2

J
↑↓
1 −5.7 0.1

J
↑↓
2 −6.0 −14.3

Collinear calculations
J1 −4.2 1.2
J2 −4.4 −14.0

Experiment
J1 −5.2831 −1.38,32 1.3833

J2 −5.5831 −17.32,32 −18.3033

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the results obtained by the LSF
converge within an energy interval of 0.1 meV only with the
inclusion of exchange parameters beyond the second nearest
neighbor. Otherwise exchange parameters of a magnitude
larger than 0.1 meV beyond the second nearest neighbor will
be projected on and change the nearest and second nearest
neighbor interaction. This finding is different from recently
reported results obtained with the LDA-SIC functional,30

where no interaction beyond the second nearest neighbor was
found significant.

Table I contains the calculated exchange parameters with
a magnitude larger than 0.1 meV. Here we also include
results for J1 and J2 as calculated from the total energies
of collinear states. We see that while the nearest and second
nearest neighbor interaction parameters are close to the ones
obtained by spin-spiral calculations in the case of NiO, it is
not so for MnO where the extraction of the parameters from
collinear calculations introduces errors of the order of meV.
The exchange parameters should conform to the symmetry of
the crystal.2 This means that J

↑↑
1 and J

↑↓
1 should be equal by

symmetry in the ideal rocksalt structure. The difference of the
two curves J

↑↑
1 and J

↑↓
1 can thus be used as an estimation of

the quality of the calculations.
The LSF gives the freedom to explore other distributions

of spin spirals that may reduce the number required to achieve
convergence of the exchange parameters. We noticed that
several of the q points in our generated Monkhorst-Pack28

grids were high symmetry points and moreover several points
in the set shared the same symmetry. In order to get rid of any
similarities between the q points in the sets we employed a
random number generator to generate sets of random q points,
which were used to extract the exchange parameters. We found
that only seven q points in such a random distribution were
required to reach the desired convergence. The stability of
the results for a number of different seedings for the random
number generator was ensured by considering the condition
number prior to the DFT calculations.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate how the efficiency of the calculations
can be improved by eliminating any similarities between the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The calculated condition numbers for three
different distributions of 45 q points as a function of the cutoff
distance for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian.

q points. We present the calculated condition numbers for
three different distributions of 45 q points as a function of
the cutoff distance for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The first
distribution of q points is placed along the four high symmetry
lines X-�-M/M′-�-M′′. The second distribution is a regular
Monkhorst-Pack28 grid in the irreducible Brillouin zone. And
the third distribution is a collection of q points generated by a
random number generator. The curves are terminated at infinite
condition number and it can thus be seen from Fig. 4 that more
information can be obtained from sets where the q points don’t
share any symmetries.

While the results presented so far used the parameters U
and J as calculated from constrained LDA calculations we
were also interested to see if there are other choices of the U
parameter rendering a better agreement with experiments. In
Fig. 5 we show our results for the nearest and second nearest
neighbor exchange parameters for values of Hubbard U from
3 to 9 eV. For MnO it is again seen that U � 7 eV reproduces
the experimental situation for the LDA + U functional while
for NiO it is clear that experimental J2 is obtained for the
range of U � 6–7 eV. It can be seen that the curves of J

↑↑
1

and J
↑↓
1 diverges up to 0.5 meV from each other for low

values of U which indicate that those calculations are not
fully converged with respect to the number of k points. In
principle one should converge the calculations with respect to
all relevant parameters for each value of U, but we deemed such
a thorough convergence needlessly time consuming since we
were primarily interested in the range close to the experimental
values and the overall trend.

B. Trigonal structure

Structural changes of magnetic origin are driven by the
distance and angle dependence of the exchange parameters
in the Heisenberg model. With the trigonal distortion the
degeneracy of J

↑↑
1 and J

↑↓
1 is lifted since the distance to the

neighbors within the [111] plane is larger than the neighbors
outside the [111] plane. Indeed it has been assumed that
changes in the nearest neighbor exchange parameters are
the main reasons for the exchange-striction effect in the
transition-metal monoxides.11
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The nearest and second nearest neighbor
exchange parameters in MnO and NiO for different values of the
Hubbard U parameter. Experimental values are given with dotted
lines for nearest neighbor and dashed lines for next nearest neighbor
exchange parameters. The two curves for the exchange parameters
J

↑↑
1 and J

↑↑
2 are practically on top of each other.

In order to study the effects of the trigonal distortion on
the exchange parameters and related properties we applied a
volume conserving tensor T with a distortion parameter δ on
the lattice vectors.

T = 1

(1 + 3δ)1/3

⎛
⎜⎝

(1 + δ) δ δ

δ (1 + δ) δ

δ δ (1 + δ)

⎞
⎟⎠ . (15)

The changes in the exchange parameters that result in the
trigonal ground state are challenging to calculate in the case of
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The total energy as a function of the
distortion parameter β in MnO. The dashed line indicates the
experimental trigonal distortion.14 The parameters U and J were set
to, respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The nearest neighbor exchange parameters
as a function of the trigonal distortion in MnO. The parameters U and
J were set to 6.9 and 0.86 eV, respectively.

NiO as the differences in total energies are less than 0.1 meV.
This result was also expected since the nearest neighbor
exchange parameter is ∼0 meV. MnO on the other hand is
a relatively easier case with an energy difference of 3.5 meV
between the cubic structure and the trigonal ground state as
shown in Fig. 6. Indeed the exchange parameters of MnO
show a significant dependence on the distortion parameter as
seen in Fig. 7. The exchange parameters of trigonal MnO are
summarized together with experimental results in Table II. It
is interesting to note in Figs. 3 and 7 that neglecting exchange
parameters beyond the second nearest neighbor introduces an
error of the same order of magnitude as the changes introduced
by the structural phase transition.

The exchange parameters were used in Monte Carlo simula-
tions to determine the critical temperature. These calculations
were done for both materials using a 9 × 9 × 9 supercell.
A critical temperature of 420 K was obtained for NiO which
is lower than the experimental value of 523 K. This result is
expected since the magnitude of the second nearest neighbor
exchange interaction is somewhat underestimated according
to Table I. Our result is thus similar to the one calculated
with a self-interaction correction scheme30 (458 K) since that
functional also underestimates the magnitude of the second
nearest neighbor exchange interaction.

In Fig. 8, we show the calculated critical temperatures
as a function of the distortion parameter δ for MnO. The
experimental transition temperature is well reproduced for
the ideal rocksalt structure but as the distortion parameter δ

TABLE II. The exchange parameters larger than 0.1 meV for
MnO calculated with the experimental trigonal structure [δ =
−0.005]. The exchange parameters are given in meV. The parameters
U and J were set to, respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV.

MnO exchange parameters (meV)
Theory Experiment

J
↑↑
1 −5.2 J

↑↑
1 −4.0534

J
↑↑
4 −0.2 – –

J
↑↑
5 −0.3 – –

J
↑↓
1 −6.2 J

↑↓
1 −5.3534

J
↑↓
2 −5.9 J

↑↓
2 −5.2534
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Critical temperatures vs trigonal distortion
in MnO calculated from Monte Carlo simulations. Exchange param-
eters were taken from LDA + U calculations with parameters U and
J set to 6.9 and 0.86 eV, respectively.

is increased the transition temperature rises which suggests
that the application of pressure along the [111] direction will
stabilize the magnetic ordering.

C. Magnon energies

In Fig. 9, we show the magnon dispersion curves for NiO
and MnO in the cubic structure and in addition we consider
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Magnon dispersion curves for MnO and
NiO. In the first case, we consider both the ideal rocksalt structure
and a trigonal structure defined by a distortion parameter δ = −0.05.
The parameters U and J were set to, respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV for
MnO and 8.0 and 0.95 eV for NiO.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Magnon dispersion curves for MnO and
NiO in the cubic structure for different numbers of included exchange
parameters using Eq. (9). We also included the curve calculated with
Eqs. (12) and (13) in order to show that the magnon dispersion curves
seem to be fully converged. The parameters U and J were set to,
respectively, 6.9 and 0.86 eV for MnO, and 8.0 and 0.95 eV for NiO.

the curve for the experimental trigonal structure in the latter
case. We include all exchange parameters that are of the
order of 0.1 meV or larger. The Cartesian coordinates of
the high symmetry points given in units of 2π/a where a

is the lattice constant are X = [0.25,0.25,0.25], � = [0,0,0],
M = [−0.5,−0.5,0.5], M ′ = [0,0,1], and M ′′ = [1,1,0]. A
fair agreement with the experimental results is obtained and
improved when the experimental structure is assumed for
MnO. Specifically we can show that the nonzero energy
obtained experimentally31,34,35 at the M/M ′ point in MnO
when considering the trigonal structure is due to the changes
in the exchange parameters introduced by exchange striction.
In Fig. 10 we show the convergence of the magnon energies
as a function of included exchange parameters and compare
these with results produced by using Eqs. (12) and (13) that
represent the infinite limit. In both cases, minor changes can
be seen when increasing the number of exchange parameters
from 3 to 6 for both materials but further increases will not
introduce noticeable changes in the dispersion curves since
the “Direct” curve is on top of the curve generated from six
exchange parameters.

V. DISCUSSION

For our studied transition metal monoxides, 11 q points
placed in an equidistant mesh have to be considered in order
to converge the exchange parameters with the LSF while 29
q points were required with the FT method. However, in

comparison to the FT method we have more flexibility in
the selection of q points with an LSF method that potentially
can reduce computational time even further. But as in all LSF
methods we have to ensure that the problem we set up is well
conditioned in order to obtain sensible results. Fortunately
the conditioning can be known prior to making any total
energy calculation which makes the problem manageable. By
considering sets of random q points we reduced the required
amount of q points from 11 to 7 and hence computational
time is reduced. This gain is probably related to the high
symmetry of the points in the generated equidistant meshes
and is more pronounced the more sparse the mesh is. Thus,
when we consider systems with short-ranged interactions such
as insulators or half-metals where the corresponding q-point
sets are relatively small compared to sets appropriate for metals
we expect larger gains by using such randomized sets.

While the calculations of exchange parameters from a set
of collinear magnetic structures can give reasonable results
for some cases, e.g., NiO, other systems like MnO shows less
robust properties and errors of the same scale as the exchange
parameters are introduced.

We investigate how well the LDA + U functional can
describe magnetic properties in these two materials by a
variation of the Hubbard U parameter and conclude that the
LDA + U functional can reproduce experimental exchange
parameters with a suitable choice of U. For NiO, the Hubbard U
required to reproduce these experimental results is in the same
range as the U parameter used to reproduce experimentally
obtained electron loss spectra, structural parameters, and
optical properties.6,26 We thus find that the lower Hubbard
U’s as estimated by linear response25 and constrained RPA9

seem to give a reasonable description of the system for a
range of measured properties. For the case of MnO there
are less theoretical results available that would single out a
particular value of Hubbard U. But it seems that in this case
constrained LDA calculations yield a value of Hubbard U that
gives a good description of magnetic and structural properties.
It is thus not clear if the preference to a particular method
of obtaining Hubbard U give systematically better agreement
with experiments.

Furthermore that a single value of Hubbard U exists
that results in a satisfactory description of all available
experimental properties is not always the case.16 This points
to the limitation of the LDA + U method itself. While the
method is roughly as fast as standard DFT calculations
employing the LDA or GGA potentials, other more advanced
and computationally more expensive methods such as DMFT
or self-consistent GW calculations are expected to give a more
accurate description of the electronic structure.13,17 It would be
interesting to combine the presented mathematical framework
with other more recently developed electronic structure meth-
ods that provide accurate descriptions of strongly correlated
systems.

Using our calculated exchange parameters, we extract
magnon dispersion curves and critical temperatures and find
a good correspondence to experiments. For NiO the value
of U used in the LDA + U functional seems to be slightly
overestimated resulting in slightly lower values of maxima in
magnon dispersion curves compared to experiments and an
underestimated critical temperature. In the case of MnO, the
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chosen values of 6.9 eV for U and 0.86 eV for J are shown to
reproduce experimental results with respect to both magnetic
properties and the related structural distortion. However, we
have observed that the choice of the ideal rocksalt structure
or the experimental trigonal structure for the calculations
of exchange parameters is crucial for the resulting critical
temperatures and magnon dispersion curves.

Exchange striction in the form of a contraction along the
[111] direction stabilizes the magnetic ordering of the domain
with antiferromagnetic ordering in the [111] direction which
we can see in the increasing critical temperature calculated
with the Monte Carlo method. The destabilization of the
previously equivalent domain with ordering in the [1̄1̄1]
direction can be seen in the changes in the magnon dispersion
curves. In the ideal cubic structure the equivalence of the
directions is shown by the degeneracy of the magnon energy
at the � and the M/M ′ point. With the introduction of the
trigonal distortion the magnon energy at the M/M ′ point
becomes nonzero and the degeneracy is lifted. Applied to
the transition-metal monoxides we show that the magnon
energies are fully converged with the inclusion of six exchange
parameters.

We generalized the well-known relationship between spin-
spiral total energy differences and magnon energies for
systems containing a single magnetic sublattice to the case of
multiple magnetic sublattices. This direct way of calculating
magnon energies from spin-spiral total energy differences
might be useful if the magnon energies at a specific q
point is needed since the number of spin-spiral total energies
to calculate the magnon energies at a specific q point is
greatly reduced compared to the approach where all exchange
parameters must be calculated. The advantage grows with
the number of sizable exchange parameters. If the specific
q point is a high symmetry point then symmetry operations
compatible with the q point might be employed for the ab
initio calculations reducing computational time even further.
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